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ABSTRACT: All adult mammals examined thus far exhibit sleep bout durations that follow an exponential distribution and wake bout durations that follow a power-law distribution. In altricial rodents such as rats and mice, exponential distributions of sleep bouts are found soon after birth, but the power-law distribution of wake bouts does not emerge until the third postnatal week. Also, both sleep and bouts consolidate across the early postnatal period. It is not known whether similar developmental processes occur in precocial species during the prenatal period. Here we characterize sleep–wake development in a precocial species, the domestic sheep (Ovis aries), from 114 to 148 days gestational age (DGA). Sleep and wake bout durations exhibited exponential distributions throughout the fetal period with some evidence of an emerging exponential-to-power-law transition for wake bouts toward the end of gestation. Both sleep and wake bouts consolidated in an orderly fashion across development and there was little evidence of circadian variation, even in the oldest subjects. These results indicate that similar patterns of sleep–wake organization are found prenatally in a precocial species as are found postnatally in altricial species. Data from more species are needed to fully realize the benefits of a developmental comparative approach for understanding the forces that have shaped the ontogeny and phylogeny of mammalian sleep.
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INTRODUCTION

Mammals cycle between bouts of sleep and wakefulness throughout the day and night. By examining the statistical distributions of these bouts, previously undetected structure has been revealed. Thus, in all adult mammals studies thus far (i.e., rats and mice: order Rodentia; cats: order Carnivora; and humans: order Primates), sleep bouts follow an exponential distribution \([P(t) \sim \exp(-t/\tau)]\) with a characteristic time scale \(\tau\), whereas wake bouts follow a power-law distribution \([P(t) \sim t^{-\alpha}]\) with a scaling exponent \(\alpha\) (Lo et al., 2002). Similar analyses in newborn rats suggest that the exponential distribution of sleep bouts is a robust finding; in contrast, wake bouts initially follow an exponential distribution before a power-law distribution emerges by the end of the second postnatal week (Blumberg, Seelke, Lowen, & Karlsson, 2005). Similar findings have been reported in infant mice (Blumberg, Coleman, Johnson, & Shaw, 2007a).

An improved understanding of the temporal structure of sleep and wake bouts, including their development, can yield useful insights into the neural mechanisms that underlie behavioral state transitions. Importantly, exponential and power-law distributions suggest different kinds of neural interactions and associated connectivities, as well as different vulnerabilities to neural degeneration; for example, destroying terminals from the locus coeruleus selectively prevents the developmental emergence of power-law wake distributions without affecting
sleep bout durations (Gall et al., 2009). Thus, more precise assessment of the temporal structure of sleep and wake bouts allows us to accurately identify those neural systems that contribute to bout consolidation and power-law expression (Blumberg et al., 2007a; Gall et al., 2009). Such precision is useful for understanding sleep–wake changes across normal development and in response to pathological conditions (Blumberg, Karlsson, & Seelke, 2007b).

It may be that the statistical distributions of sleep and wakefulness reported thus far represent universal features of sleep–wake organization and development in mammals. However, before drawing such a conclusion, it is important to sample from a wider array of species. Here, using archival data, we report on the development of sleep–wake dynamics during the day and night in fetal domestic sheep (Ovis aries) from 115 days gestational age (DGA) to DGA 145. The domestic sheep is a member of the order Artiodactyla and, unlike the other species examined thus far, their offspring are highly precocial. As a consequence, much of the sleep–wake development observed postnatally in altricial rodents (e.g., rats) may occur prenatally in sheep.

Although fetal sheep have been the subject of numerous investigations of behavioral state development (Anderson et al., 1998; Robertson et al., 1996; Robinson, Wong, Robertson, Nathanielsz, & Smotherman, 1995; Ruckebusch, 1972; Ruckebusch, Gaujoux, & Eghbal, 1977; Shinozuka & Nathanielsz, 1998; Szeto & Hinman, 1985), most studies have focused on the development of state-dependent electroencephalographic (EEG) activity across the prenatal period. Such analyses, although useful for describing developmental changes in cortical activity, do not provide insight into sleep and wakefulness before the developmental emergence of state-dependent EEG activity (e.g., delta waves). In infant rats, for example, bouts of high nuchal muscle tone (indicative of wakefulness) and low muscle tone or atonia (indicative of sleep) are tightly coupled with behavior (e.g., high-amplitude movements, myoclonic twitches, eye movements) and are governed by neural circuits similar to those associated with sleep and wakefulness in adults (Karlsson & Blumberg, 2005; Karlsson, Gall, Mohns, Seelke, & Blumberg, 2005; Seelke, Karlsson, Gall, & Blumberg, 2005). Then, when delta activity is first detected at postnatal Day 11, it merges seamlessly with periods of quiet sleep as defined using electromyogram (EMG) activity alone (Seelke & Blumberg, 2008). Thus, EMG activity is not only a proxy for sleep and wakefulness, it is the foundation upon which the other components of sleep and wakefulness are built (Blumberg & Seelke, 2010).

Therefore, the analyses used here in fetal sheep focus on the development of sleep and wake bouts as defined using EMG activity alone. Similar to what has been seen postnatally in altricial rodents, we predict that sleep and wake bouts will consolidate across the fetal period and that sleep bouts will always follow an exponential distribution, even at the earliest gestational ages. In contrast, we predict that wake bouts will follow an exponential distribution at the earliest fetal ages and transition to a power-law distribution toward the end of gestation.

METHODS

Subjects

Archival data from 17 sheep fetuses from timed matings of Rambouillet-Colombia (Ovis aries) ewes were used in this study. Ewes and fetuses were cared for according to guidelines established by the New York State College of Veterinary Medicine and the National Institutes of Health (1986). The protocol for this study was approved by the Cornell Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. All facilities were approved by the American Association for the Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care. Data from theses fetuses have been published previously (Anderson et al., 1998; Robertson et al., 1996; Robinson et al., 1995).

Surgery and Procedure

Fetuses were instrumented on 113–116 DGA using procedures described previously (Robertson et al., 1996; Robinson et al., 1995). Briefly, ewes were given a ketamine (1,000 mg) and glycopyrollate (.12 mg) preanesthetic. Surgery was conducted with the ewe under 2.0% halothane anesthesia, which also anesthetizes the fetus (Towell, Figueroa, Markowitz, Elias, & Nathanielsz, 1987). The fetus was exteriorized through a midline laparotomy and an incision through the uterine wall. Polyvinyl catheters were placed in a fetal carotid artery and jugular vein and filled with heparinized saline. Fetal blood gases, blood pressure, and heart rate were continuously monitored. Fetal forelimb flexor and extensor muscles (brachialis, triceps) and hindlimb flexor, extensor (tibialis anterior, gastrocnemius) and nuchal muscles were instrumented with pairs of EMG electrodes, implanted 3–5 mm apart. Electrodes were inserted for electrooculogram (EOG) and electrocorticogram monitoring and an indifferent electrode was implanted into the nuchal muscle. All catheters and wires passed through two sites in the ewe’s lateral abdominal wall. A topical antiseptic spray (Blu-kote, Morris, NJ) was applied to all incision sites after closure of the uterus and maternal abdomen.

For the first 2 days after surgery, each ewe was treated with antibiotic and oral analgesic. Maternal and fetal vascular catheters were continuously infused with sterile heparinized saline (20 U/ml of .9 g/L saline) at a rate of .5 ml/hr. Maternal and fetal arterial blood samples (.5 ml) were obtained daily and oxygen saturation, hemoglobin, pH, pO2, and pCO2 were measured with a blood gas analyzer to monitor the condition of the ewe and fetus. At the completion of the study, ewes and fetuses were euthanized with an overdose of sodium pentobarbital.
Data acquisition began 2 days after the fetus was instrumented and continued until the end of gestation. EMG signals were processed online using custom-written software. The signals were band-pass filtered (3–20 Hz), full-wave rectified, lowpass filtered at 10 Hz, and digitized at 32 Hz with 8-bit resolution. The digitized data were integrated over successive 1-s intervals and the resulting time series was stored for subsequent analysis.

**Data Analysis**

Previously described methods (Karlsson & Blumberg, 2002; Karlsson et al., 2005; Karlsson, Kreider, & Blumberg, 2004; Seelke & Blumberg, 2008) developed to derive sleep–wake bout data from EMG signals in infant rats were adapted for the fetal sheep. Nuchal muscle EMG data, integrated and full-wave rectified were imported into NeuroScore (Data Sciences International, St. Paul, MN).

Ten 5-s segments of either uninterrupted high muscle tone or atonia periods were measured for each fetus, averaged, and the midpoint between high tone and atonia periods was determined. The mean midpoint value across all fetuses was 10.1 μV; therefore, the midpoint of 10 μV was adopted for all subsequent analysis. Each 5-s segment during a recording period comprised five EMG measurements (i.e., a 1 Hz sampling rate) and a bout of sleep (or wake) was defined as a 5-s segment in which muscle tone was below (or above) the 10 μV midpoint for at least four of the five measurements. Using automatic analysis tools in Neuroscore, the duration of each period of high nuchal muscle tone (indicative of wakefulness) and nuchal atonia (indicative of sleep) was measured in 5-s epochs for each subject across 24-hr of continuous recording.

Five age groups were used for these analyses: DGA 114–118 (hereafter referred to as DGA 116, n = 7), DGA 122–124 (hereafter referred to as DGA 123, n = 10), DGA 130–132 (hereafter referred to as DGA 131, n = 10), DGA 138–140 (hereafter referred to as DGA 139, n = 10), and DGA 144–148 (hereafter referred to as DGA 146, n = 7). Each fetus contributed data to at least 2, and up to 4, age groups.

Data were imported into JMP 6.0 (SAS, Cary, NC) and DeltaGraph 5.6.S (SPSS, Chicago, IL) for statistical analysis. Survivor distributions were produced for each fetus and from pooled data at each age. Data were plotted using semi-log and log-log coordinates and regression analyses were performed to calculate r² values and, therefore, the degree of fit of the data to exponential and power-law distributions, respectively (Blumberg et al., 2005).

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to test for differences across age. Because each subject was tested at more than 1 age, we adjusted the degrees of freedom in the ANOVAs to reflect the total number of subjects and to compensate for the lack of independence. Paired t-tests were used to test for within-age differences. For all tests, the Type 1 error rate (alpha) was set at .05. All means are presented with their standard errors.

**RESULTS**

Figure 1A depicts a recording from a fetus at DGA 116 and Figure 1B depicts a recording from the same fetus at DGA 146. Black bars below the EMG traces indicate periods of nuchal muscle atonia (indicative of sleep) and red bars represent periods of high nuchal muscle tone (indicative of wakefulness). The developmental change from fragmented to consolidated sleep between the two prenatal ages is clearly visible. As a measure of REM-sleep processes, we analyzed EOG bursts (Pace-Schott & Hobson, 2002). Figure 1C depicts a representative EOG burst occurring after the onset of atonia and terminating before the onset of high muscle tone. A similar pattern of activity has been demonstrated in infant rats (Seelke et al., 2005).

**Sleep and Wake Bouts Consolidate While Total Sleep Duration Remains Unchanged**

As shown in Figure 2, neither mean sleep and wake bout durations nor percentage of time awake exhibited circadian variation at any age tested. However, as shown in Figure 2A, mean sleep bout duration increased significantly with age ($F_{4,16} = 7.74, p < .002$), as did mean wake bout duration ($F_{4,16} = 6.72, p < .003$). In contrast, as depicted in Figure 2B, the percentage of time asleep was maintained within a narrow range of values (59–66%) across all ages examined ($F_{4,16} = .5, NS$).

**Sleep and Wake Bout Durations Follow an Exponential Distribution**

Survivor distributions of sleep and wake bouts, recorded during the day and night at three DGA groups, are presented in Figure 3. Survival data that follow an exponential distribution fall on a straight line on a semi-log plot and those that follow a power-law distribution fall on a straight line on a log–log plot.

For sleep bout durations (Fig. 3A), the data for all age groups fall on a straight line on the semi-log plot. As shown in Figure 4A, paired t-tests revealed that an exponential distribution provided a significantly better fit to the sleep data than did a power-law distribution at each of the 5 ages examined $\{DGA 116 (t = 4.2, df = 9, p < .05)\}$, $DGA 123 (t = 10.1, df = 16, p < .05)$, $DGA 131 (t = 11.5, df = 17, p < .05)$, $DGA 139 (t = 10.6, df = 17, p < .05)$, $DGA 146 (t = 3.0, df = 9, p < .05)$.

For wake bout durations (Fig. 3B), the data for most, but not all, age groups fall on a straight line on the semi-log plot. As depicted in Figure 4B, an exponential distribution provided a significantly better fit to the wake bout duration data at $DGA 123 (t = 5.25, df = 15.0, p < .05)$, $DGA 131 (t = 5.5, df = 17.7, p < .05)$, and $DGA 139 (t = 1.8, df = 17.9, p < .05)$. Between $DGA 139$ and $DGA 146$, the graphs of the two distributions intersect; however, at $DGA 146$ the mean r² values are not significantly different ($t = .9, df = 9.5$).
DISCUSSION

Here we demonstrate that the sleep–wake dynamics of fetal sheep follow a developmental trajectory comparable to that previously described postnatally in rats and mice (Blumberg et al., 2005, 2007a; Karlsson et al., 2004). First, average sleep and wake bout durations increased over gestation even as total sleep time remained roughly constant. Second, in agreement with data from infant and adult rats and mice and adult humans and cats (Blumberg et al., 2005, 2007a; Lo et al., 2002, 2004), sleep bouts at all ages were best characterized by an exponential distribution. This statistical feature of sleep bout structure persisted despite substantial age-related increases in sleep bout durations. Finally, we found no evidence of circadian sleep–wake rhythmicity during the fetal period in these sheep; in contrast, rats exhibit detectible circadian differences in sleep and wake bout durations soon after birth and a clear nocturnal pattern by the beginning of the third postnatal week (Gall, Todd, Ray, Coleman, & Blumberg, 2008).

In contrast with sleep bout distributions, adult mammals studied thus far exhibit wake bout durations that follow a power-law distribution (Lo et al., 2002,
This organization develops postnatally in rats and mice during the third postnatal week (Blumberg et al., 2005). In fetal sheep, the wake bouts were better characterized by an exponential distribution at all ages, except for the oldest group where we observed a nonsignificant difference between exponential and power-law distributions. Recordings of neonatal and adult sheep are needed to determine if and when power-law wake behavior emerges in this species.

The present results appear inconsistent with previously published reports on the development of behavioral state in fetal sheep (Ruckebusch, 1972; Ruckebusch et al., 1977; Szeto & Hinman, 1985). Early studies reported that organized behavioral states emerge between DGA 115 and 120 and that the nuchal EMG lags behind the development of organized EEG activity (Szeto & Hinman, 1985). As shown here; however, measures of EMG activity using 5-s epochs revealed highly organized behavioral states in the youngest fetuses from which recordings were made. It may be that the shorter epochs (5 s as opposed to 1 min) used here contributed to our differing results, as 1-min epochs filter out relatively high-frequency data and can thus obscure behavioral state organization at the youngest ages when cycling between sleep and wake is more rapid.

Fetal sheep have previously been reported to sleep ~80% of the time (Ruckebusch, 1972), with a decrease in the percentage of time asleep just before and after parturition (Ruckebusch et al., 1977). In contrast, based
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**FIGURE 3** Log–survivor plots of pooled sleep (A) and wake (B) bout durations for fetal sheep at DGA 116, 131, and 146 during the day (dotted lines) and night (solid lines). The plots were constructed using semi-log coordinates; in such plots, data that follow an exponential distribution fall along a straight line.
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**FIGURE 4** Best-fit ($r^2$) values of log–survivor plot data at 5 ages in fetal sheep. For each individual, the degree of fit of the data to exponential and power-law distributions was determined, yielding a value of $r^2$ that was then averaged across subjects at each age. (A) Values of $r^2$ for sleep bout durations showing that the data are significantly better fit to an exponential distribution. (B) Values of $r^2$ for wake bout durations showing that the data are significantly better fit to an exponential distribution at all ages except DGA 116 and 146. Means are presented with their standard error. * Significant within-age difference.
on the nuchal EMG scoring method used here, sleep was estimated to occupy ~60% of the time throughout the prenatal period. Again, differences in scoring methodologies, especially epoch size, likely contributed to these differing estimates of sleep time.

Detailed assessments of the temporal organization of sleep and wake bouts provide a more accurate picture of typical and atypical development (Blumberg et al., 2007b). They also provide a sound basis for making meaningful comparisons across species. Although interest in the evolution of sleep has been and continues to be strong (Capellini, Barton, McNamara, Preston, & Nunn, 2008; Lesku, Roth, Amlaner, & Lima, 2006; Siegel, 2005), there has been consistently less interest in the role that developmental processes may play in constraining and biasing the evolution of sleep. However, because evolutionary transformations arise through modifications of developmental processes (Blumberg, 2009; West-Eberhard, 2003), detailed developmental analyses of sleep–wake rhythms across a diversity of species will be needed to gain a complete picture of the evolution—and also the functions—of sleep.
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